JB POOL CONSTRUCTION

METICULOUS BALANCE
UNIQUE DESIGNS AND CUSTOMISED DETAILS

This beautiful curved pool was designed and constructed by JB Pool Construction in collaboration with Mark Hudson
Designs. Built using reinforced concrete, the pool is a striking addition to the outdoor space.
The clients wanted a large pool that could accommodate their young children, and this was accomplished with a
highly functional size of 13.5m x 6m and a submerged platform. The adjoining gazebo is perfect for entertaining and
relaxation.
Custom-designed laser-cut screens are cantilevered over the pool’s full-length seating areas, which ensures the
clients are shaded from the harsh afternoon sun, without compromising the warm morning sunlight. The pool is fully
tiled with ceramic mosaics that contrast strikingly with the platinum tumbled-travertine coping and ashlar-pattern
paving.
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JB Pool Construction installed a variable-speed pump from Hayward Pool Products (Australia) Pty Ltd, which has
a 10-star rating for energy efficiency, and a 6kW solar-powered system, which offsets the pool’s running costs.
An EvoHeat Force 26 heater was also included to ensure the water remains inviting and affordable year-round.
Fitted with a Sense and Dispense salt chlorination and chemistry automator and an OmniLogic system from Hayward
Pools Products (Australia) Pty Ltd, the pool’s maintenance and lighting can be easily controlled through the clients’
phone from any location.
The new landscaping by Tecscape Landscaping Contractors complements the existing low-maintenance garden.
The poolside area features furniture from Dune Outdoor Luxuries’ Melbourne collection, which consists of powdercoated, aluminium-framed pieces – including sofas, curved sofas, sun loungers, and dining tables and chairs – made
with fabrics by Sunbrella.
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CONTACT
JB Pool Construction
Mobile: 0418 110 978
Email:
jamie@jbpoolconstruction.com.au
Website:
www.jbpoolconstruction.com.au
Facebook: /jbpoolconstruction
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Specialising in designing and constructing high-quality pools, JB Pool Construction works closely with its
clients to achieve a pool that meets their individual needs. Based in South-East Queensland and northern
New South Wales, the company builds 25–50 pools a year, with a focus on excellence down to the finest detail.
In 2007, Jamie Bramich founded JB Pool Construction, to which he brought a decade of pool construction
knowledge. Today, with more than 23 years of experience in the Gold Coast pool building industry, Bramich
offers incomparable service and experience to his clients and oversees every pool the company completes.
From the initial site inspection, quotation and design, all the way through to contract documentation,
engineering, certification, and local council approvals, the helpful team will walk you through every stage
of the process to ensure you’re completely happy. JB Pool Construction guarantees high-quality service,
a remarkable work ethic, and unique designs that speak for themselves.
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